	
  

	
  

Transforming Life’s Patterns
by Royce Holladay
In HSD we think of patterns as similarities, differences, and relationships that have
meaning across space and time. We see and experience patterns as we make sense of
ongoing activities and events in our organizations or in our own lives. Transformation
occurs when patterns shift, strengthening current patterns, allowing new patterns to
emerge, or eliminating current patterns.
In organizations, leaders can watch for patterns and take steps to shift internal system
conditions to influence those patterns toward greater productivity or to reduce or
eliminate non-productive patterns. Industry leaders take advantage of emergent
patterns to bring about positive transformation.
•
•
•

They identify unfilled niches or potential technologies and create innovative
responses that generate new products and services.
They create system-wide training or capacity building activities in response to
patterns that reveal performance deficits among groups of employees.
They increase productivity in response to greater market demands for goods or
services.

Individuals who want to transform their own lives identify patterns they want to
generate or amplify and take action to do so.
•

•
•

People who want to lose weight shift eating and exercise patterns to reduce the
number of calories they take in and to increase the number of calories they
burn.
People who want to increase their employability look for patterns that will help
them know what jobs are available and what skills they need to develop.
When individuals want to transform their relationships, they watch for patterns
of unhappiness and lack of trust to know where they need to take action to be
better friends or family members.

Transforming
Conditions
The Eoyang CDE model
identifies three conditions
that influence patterns as
they emerge. These
conditions are the Container
(C), Differences (D), and
Exchanges (E). By shifting
one or more of these
conditions, leaders can
transform emergent patterns.
The table to the left reflects
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choices leaders have about how to shift conditions by shifting how the system is
constrained.
Containers bound the system, holding it together as the patterns emerge. These may
be physical boundaries, like offices or geographical locations. Containers might also be
affinities or other similarities that draw people together. Finally organizational divisions
may bound a system—departments, offices, and job roles are examples of boundaries.
When a system’s boundaries are highly constrained—tightly bound—the system is
smaller and transformation happens quickly. When a system is highly unconstrained, it
is more loosely bounded and transformation occurs much more slowly.
For example, when leaders want change to happen quickly, they constrain the system
by focusing attention on the change and drawing people together toward common
goals. When individuals want to lose weight quickly they constrain their diets by
limiting the foods they eat and by carefully counting calories.
Differences are the ways in which parts of a system differ from each other such that
they influence the system in significant ways. Differences enable change in the system,
and effective leaders know to watch for the differences that offer the greatest potential.
By increasing constraints in the system, leaders reduce the number or kinds of
differences or allow slight differences to have greater impact; by reducing constraint in
the system, leaders allow for more differences and/or for greater ranges of diversity.
Sometimes conflict emerges in a system when employees pay attention to differences
that are not critical to their work. Sometimes the difference between one company’s
product and the next has to do with quality of the materials and the care with which the
product is made. This difference can lead to patterns of lost customers, decreasing
pride in the product, and loss of market share. Leaders can transform those patterns
by constraining the production process. Increasing quality of materials and holding
people more accountable for meeting manufacturing specifications are examples of
constraint that will increase product quality.
Individuals who want to change how they get along with others may identify patterns of
differences that are more or less important than others. They may focus more on
political differences or on gender or cultural differences than are necessary. By
deciding to be less constrained in selecting their friends, they allow more difference in
their lives and might find friendships in unexpected places.
Exchanges are the ways in which the system shares information, energy, and other
resources. Examples include feedback, rules and regulations, and financial
arrangements. When a system is highly constrained, exchanges are limited and occur
quickly. In a system that is unconstrained, exchanges take longer and there is a wider
variety of exchanges available for sharing. Leaders take steps to constrain exchanges
when they want to limit sharing or want to send a very specific message. They reduce
constraints around exchanges when they want to transform the system by increasing
connections to share resources.
When employees sense that change is on the way, they want information to help them
understand possible impact on their own situations so they can prepare. Leaders who
understand this about employees will reduce constraints around exchanges to be sure
people have necessary information.
Individuals who want to know more about how other people perceive them will reduce
constraints around exchanges by asking for more feedback. At the same time they
might constrain this new level of exchange by asking for very specific feedback.
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Common Patterns
The following examples are specific types of patterns common to human systems.
Leaders can use common patterns like these to watch for opportunities to take steps to
interfere when these patterns are not productive and to amplify their impact when
these patterns are productive. By understanding the conditions that generate patterns
and by knowing how to influence those conditions, effective leaders have skills
necessary to bring about transformation across their systems.

When individuals see and understand the conditions that generate patterns in their
lives, they are able to take intentional steps to shift those patterns. While individuals
can neither control nor predict changes in their systems, they can take action to bring
about significant change. HSD offers insights and tools to take personal and
organizational transformation out of the realm of magic and put it within reach of those
who want to increase productivity and improve performance.
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